To address these questions we first applied an affinity propagation clustering algorithm 24 to a co-occurring species matrix of global terrestrial mammals generating a hierarchical bioregionalization upscaling from the smallest detectable bioregions to the largest realms.
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in the plant and animal communities we see today 22, 23 challenges this view and poses the question of whether past anthropogenic land impacts may have been large enough to induce changes detectable today at biogeographical scales.
To address these questions we first applied an affinity propagation clustering algorithm 24 to a co-occurring species matrix of global terrestrial mammals generating a hierarchical bioregionalization upscaling from the smallest detectable bioregions to the largest realms.
We then used random forest classification models to identify the determinants that best predict taxonomic differences among bioregions within the framework of two hypothesized scenarios (Fig. 1 ). These scenarios always consider remote past, recent past and contemporary determinants but assume their influence will differ across the hierarchical levels. Differentiation between large realms should require longer evolutionary times, and therefore, both scenarios assume that factors related to historical and macroevolutionary processes of speciation and extinction will be most important to explain taxonomic dissimilarities of the largest realms. As bioregions decrease in size we predict processes related to tolerances to given habitats or climates (which are also forged over evolutionary time) and human impact would gain importance. The scenarios differ in how we suggest this process may occur: linearly (Fig. 1A) or with a nested structure (Fig. 1B) .
The clustering algorithm generated a hierarchical system of biogeographic regions with four levels showing that global biodiversity patterns can be cohesively shaped from local (area of the smallest bioregions detected is ~93 km 2 ) to regional and to realm scales (Extended Data Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1 ). The broadest delineation of nine large bioregions was strikingly similar to the six zoogeographical regions and boundaries proposed by Wallace 2 , showing our method is a suitable approach to define bioregions.
Particular differences include the delineation of Madagascar and Chilean subregions (sensu Wallace) as regions 2, 6 , differences in the limits of the Palearctic also detected in previous analytical regionalizations 3, 5, 6 , and an extension towards the arid steppes of
Mongolia of the 'Saharo-Arabian' realm 3, 6 .
We found a nested effect of temporal determinants of bioregion assemblages (Fig. 1C ), similar to our proposed nested scenario (Fig. 1B) . , and accompanied by human societal collapses at local and regional scales 28 . Our results suggest these rapid climatic changes could have also affected the distribution of modern species, resulting in a detectable signal of taxonomic differentiation in the smaller bioregions.
Taken together, our results indicate that the world's biodiversity is organized with a hierarchical structure of global biogeographical patterns that include a local basis, which is determined by multiple and spatially heterogeneous factors. Geological events that occurred over millions of years permeate from the largest to the smaller scales, yet understanding biogeographical delineations at more local scales requires considering determinants acting at multiple temporal and spatial scales. At more local levels, we also observed a reduced predictive capacity, which may reflect the importance of biotic determinants, species traits and interactions, not considered in our analyses but known to play a role in structuring community composition 29 
METHODS

Data.
Range maps for non-volant terrestrial mammals were obtained from the IUCN (IUCN 2015). We extracted species occurrences into a global grid with a 9309 km 2 grain size -based on Behrmann's projection -to generate a presence-absence matrix in which every row represents a grid cell and every column a species. We then excluded (1) cells containing less than 50% of land area to approximate equal-size samples, and as a result small islands and coastal cells were not included in the analyses, and (2) cells containing fewer than five species to reduce potential distortions caused by having few taxa 5, 6 . These exclusion criteria rendered a total of 14,097 cells representing 3960 terrestrial mammal species.
Predictors. To each of the above 14,097 cells we assigned a mean value of the following predictors, which were grouped in contemporary (~ present day), recent past (~ from 130,000 until 2000 years ago) and remote past predictors (~65 Millions of years ago).
Contemporary predictors included current climate (annual total precipitation, mean annual temperature, seasonality in temperature and seasonality in precipitation), habitatrelated predictors (primary productivity, main land cover type and tree cover), and human impact related predictors (human appropriation of net primary production, and the human influence index). The four climatic variables were extracted from the WorldClim dataset 31 . These variables represent both average conditions and variability within years and have been shown to be determinants of vertebrate distributions 32 . Primary productivity was represented by the net primary productivity in terrestrial ecosystems 33 .
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Hansen et al. (2013) dataset 35 . These variables are surrogates of the vegetation structure and composition and can be considered the habitat template on which animal life-history strategies are shaped 36 . We acknowledge that the extent of tree cover may not directly affect the distribution of non-forest mammals, but here we assume that forest directly or indirectly affect the number and species composition in mammals. The human appropriation of net primary production from earth's terrestrial ecosystems (HANPP) was obtained from Haberl et al. dataset 33 , and is considered an integrated socio-ecological indicator quantifying effects of human-induced changes in productivity and harvest on ecological biomass flows. The global human influence index (HII) is a composite predictor covering population density, human land use and infrastructure, and human access 37 . Net primary productivity and annual total precipitation, and HANPP and HII were highly correlated (Supplementary and the differences between past human land use (8000, 5000 and 2000 years ago) and the present time. These variables were, however, largely correlated among them (Supplementary Table 5 ), and finally only human land use 8000 years ago, 2000 years ago and the difference in the percentage of land used between 8000 years ago and the present were included in the models.
Finally, remote past predictors were represented by orographic barriers and plate tectonics. Mountain ranges represent major barriers to dispersal for most mammals, whereas plate tectonics are responsible of the long-term isolation of the biotas on some plates 42 . We use the GTOPO30 to calculate the mean elevation and the range in elevation per grid cell. Plate tectonics were obtained from Bird (2003) dataset 43 . Each grid cell was assigned the tectonic plate to which it belongs. When a cell was represented by more than one tectonic plate, it was assigned the one that occupied a greater percentage of the cell.
Building Biogeographical regionalizations.
We applied a machine-learning algorithm referred to as affinity propagation 24 to build zoogeographical regionalizations at different biogeographical resolution. Affinity propagation (AP hereafter) is a powerful clustering algorithm extensively used in bioinformatics and astrophysics and is making inroads in ecology 44 and biogeography 6 . One of its main advantages is that it can compress massive data sets very efficiently (i.e. with lower error). The algorithm detects special data points called exemplars, and by a message-passing procedure it iteratively connects every data point to the exemplar that best represent it until an optimal set of exemplars and clusters emerges. Contrary to algorithms in which exemplars are found by randomly choosing an initial subset of data points, AP takes as input measures of 'similarities' between pairs of data points (grid cells here) and simultaneously considers all the points as potential exemplars. The optimal set of exemplars is the one for which the sum of similarities of each point to its exemplar is maximized. Hence, detecting exemplars goes beyond simple clustering because the exemplars themselves store compressed information 45 .
We devised a protocol based on a successive application of AP to obtain a biogeographical upscaling from the smallest possible bioregions (i.e. the highest biogeographical resolution) to the largest ones. We first used the mammals' presenceabsence matrix to calculate pairwise similarities between pairs of cells. As with clustering algorithms, there are many similarities indices or taxonomic/phylogenetic turnover metrics to choose from, and none can be said to be perfect from a biogeographical perspective. Here we selected Hellinger distance 46 , which is calculated by first modifying the species-presence data and then computing the Euclidean distance among pairs of cells based on the modified data 47 . The Hellinger distance is used to avoid the 'double-zero' problem, i.e. when two sites or grid cells that have no species in common are assigned the 1 same distance as two sites that share species; and the 'species-abundance paradox', which frequently occurs when two sites share only a small fraction of all the species in the same regional pool 48, 49 . We performed an initial AP analysis involving all grid cells of the similarity matrix. This first AP run generates the optimal solution of the highest resolution bioregions, while also identifying its exemplars. We obtained 1128
clusters/exemplars. Then, using the exemplars (grid cells) as the new units of analysis we conducted again an AP, i.e., we calculated a new similarity matrix and re-run a new AP.
This process was repeated until a small and coherent number of large clusters emerged.
Finally, to obtain maps of each clustering result, we classified each grid cell (row) of every presence-absence matrix according to the cluster to which they were assigned in its corresponding AP analysis. AP analyses were performed using the 'APCluster' package in R 50 .
Statistical analyses. We used random forest 51,52 models of 5000 classification trees, implemented in the R package 'RandomForest' 53 , to assess the factors that may predict the classification of grid cells in bioregions at different biogeographical resolutions and to estimate the relative importance of the predictors. Random forest is a machine learning method based on a combination of a large set of decision trees. Each tree is trained by selecting a random set of variables and a random sample from the training dataset (i.e., the calibration data set). Out-of-bag (OOB) samples are used to calculate an unbiased error rate of the model and predictor importance, eliminating the need for a test set or cross-validation. The number of variables randomly sampled as candidates at each split, mtry, is a tuning parameter of random forest models. The default value for random forest classification is the squared root of the number of variables (i.e., the squared root of 19 resulting in a mtry of 4). We used the tuneRF code (available within the RandomForest package) to look for the optimal mtry parameter. We ran the code 5 times for each biogeographic scale and the results varied between 4 and 8, although the trend was always higher towards 4, which consequently was the mtry we finally chose.
Global and local importance of variables for classification: random forest also . We made an exception with annual mean temperature and temperature seasonality. Both variables are highly correlated (r = -0.85), however, their ecological significance when it comes to explaining regional taxonomic differences can be very different.
Extended Data 
